To the redistrict committee:

The communities of Westchester 90045, Playa del Rey 90293 90293 and Playa Vista 90094, request that you redistrict us in the same district as the other beach cities in the Los Angeles South Bay/coastal cities.

Our communities of interest with the South Bay are many. The transportation issues, the coastal and environmental issues, quality of our homes, our desire for education, our educational levels and professions are similar, our income levels, our general lifestyle and culture, our shopping and dining centers. Our west and northern boundaries are significant geological boundaries with the Pacific Ocean to the west and the Ballona Creek to the north.

Our issues are similar to those of El Segundo and Manhattan Beach to the South.

Please consider our requests in the new redistricting maps to be part of those South Bay/coastal cities.

Sincerely,

John Rosso